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1. Introduction

Designing information systems is partly a problem of configuring which tasks
should be executed by computers or humans. An obvious starting point for determining this division of labor between the two parties is the relative differences
in capabilities. It is commonly known that computers can perform predefined
instructions tirelessly and with precision, but lack the interpretative and ad-hoc
decision making capabilities possessed by humans. A parallel problem emerges
when designing the interface between the humans and the computer system
they will use; the two parties need to communicate, but allocating the communicative work of displaying, sensing and interpreting information is a complex
design problem. Among other considerations, the problem is informed by the
respective sensing and interpretation capabilities of computers and humans.
Computers are limited in terms of what they can sense as input through various
sensors, while users are limited by their sensory organs as well as their finite
attentional resources. The division of labor is in constant flux due to changing
demands and capabilities. The sensing capability of early computers was limited
to dedicated input devices such as the keyboard and the mouse, and the system’s
interpretation of user input was straightforward in the sense that user actions
mapped directly to predefined commands. The success of communication in
these systems consequently depended on users’ ability to accurately model the
system’s behavior and provide the right inputs. In the last few decades, the
sensing capabilities of interactive systems have diversified from these dedicated
input devices to a plethora of sensors that gather additional information about
the user and environment while the modeling capabilities of computer systems
increased.
This thesis investigates how a particular type of information, namely users’
visual attention, should be utilized by the system during interaction. Visual
perception is a crucial sensory capability for humans. It is thus no surprise that
user interfaces are designed to take advantage of this capability by displaying
graphical elements. Furthermore, the design of many interfaces assumes the
presence of visual perception during input; in order to accurately select an item
on a touchscreen, users must move their fingers to the target position in a
coordinated fashion, all the while taking on board continuous visual feedback
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from the environment. When we look at a graphical interface or the environment,
our visual field can be populated by many objects and their numerous features.
Yet we mentally process only a portion of them at a given time. The selectivity
in what we process corresponds to the concept of visual attention. Visual
attention is continuously facilitated by various actions such as eye and head
movements. In most previous human–computer interaction, the significance
of these actions lied in their value of monitoring the system’s state and the
environment. However, the developing sensing capability of computers makes
it increasingly possible to use these actions for purposes other than just visual
monitoring. Said actions instead become inputs that provide information about
what the users are visually attending to, which in turn leads to changes in how
the system behaves. This development brings forth the problem of utilizing
visual attention information for interaction. Two lines of research in HCI are
particularly relevant to this problem.
First is the research on novel input modalities that provide a more direct measure of visual attention. A particularly notable technology is eye tracking, which
makes it possible to sense the user’s gaze direction with far greater accuracy
than that allowed for by other input devices. Eye tracking has been a means
of communication for disabled users who cannot operate manual input devices,
but its use as an everyday input modality—long envisioned by researchers
[9, 55, 56]—is yet to materialize. However, relatively accurate eye tracking
is now available through affordable equipment, which means that there is an
opportunity for the general population to benefit from it. The emergence of eye
tracking and other sensing technologies raises the question of how various tasks
should be divided between different human capabilities (e.g. moving hands,
moving eyes) and, by extension, different input methods.
Second is the long line of research on attentive interfaces [49, 96, 119] which
aims to adapt the interaction based on users’ attention information. The departure point of attentive interfaces is that human attention is a limited resource
and interfaces should keep track of this limited resource to determine users’
workload and environmental awareness [49]. The attention information, in
turn, can be used to decide when to interrupt users [49] or how to compensate
users’ temporary attentional disconnect through visual changes on the interface
[21, 41]. A separate but related line of research addresses the option of delegating control to the system when the users are considered to be less capable
of control and decision making [32, 88, 122]. Common among this work is the
treatment of users’ capabilities as a contextual phenomenon that is partly determined by their ability to monitor the environment. Attentive interfaces thus
raise the question of configuring the division of labor between the user and the
system based on users’ contextually changing capabilities.
The two lines of research also highlight different and partly conflicting considerations related to visual attention. On the one hand, eye tracking and other
novel input modalities promise performance improvements over existing interaction methods [e.g., 55, 104, 129]. On the other hand, human visual attention,
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itself constrained by the spatial acuity of the eyes, poses its own limitation for
human performance. How these different considerations can be reconciled for
interface design remains an open question.

1.1

The Scope and Contributions of the Thesis

This thesis aims to address the challenge of designing for two considerations,
namely utilizing users’ gaze information and designing for limited visual attention. I frame this in terms of a constructive research program of adapting
interaction to users’ level of visual monitoring during input. Said program has
been realized through a series of prototypes that were designed for different use
cases. The common focus of the research program and its main contributions
can be summarized in the following questions:

1.1.1

What are the implications of limited visual attention for
interface design?

The thesis formulates the research program of designing for limited visual
attention as a combination of different considerations related to visual attention.
I make distinctions between visual attention information as a 1) measure of what
users prioritize in terms of the elements they are monitoring in the environment,
2) what they have already monitored and 3) what they aim to signal to the
system. The first two considerations of visual attention information relate to
the cognitive role of visual attention in monitoring the environment, while
the third interpretation is communicative and intimately related to the way
a system utilizes visual attention information. I show how different design
approaches that utilize visual attention information can be expressed in terms
of these different considerations. The emergence of visual attention information
as an input makes the third consideration ever more relevant, although a
design approach in HCI has been to ground this communicative aspect of users’
visual attention actions on their monitoring function, leading to expectations of
implicitness. The publication IV provides an operational definition of implicit
interaction, which I use to express the problem of utilizing visual attention
information for interaction.

1.1.2

How can an interactive system adapt interaction based on
users’ level of visual attention?

The main focus and contribution of the thesis is constructive and includes various
input handling and visual feedback methods that compensate for users’ lack of
visual attention. These techniques have been prototyped for various applications
that operationalize visual attention through different instruments (e.g. eye and
head orientation tracking). The application cases were:
Pointing on touchscreens: Pointing, that is the selection of an interface
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item through positional input, is one of the most common actions in HCI. For
graphical user interfaces, pointing is often performed through mouse cursors
or finger contact on touchscreens. At the same time, unlike keyboards or other
input devices that provide tactile cues, accurate input using a mouse or touchscreen requires users to monitor their hand movements. This requirement of
visual monitoring is a bottleneck in situations where users need to divide their
attention between multiple interface regions. The publications I and II aimed
to support interaction in these cases by adjusting the system’s handling of user
inputs based on their degree of visual monitoring. If a user had performed an
input while looking elsewhere on the interface, the system handled the input
as positionally inaccurate and relied on other inputs to resolve uncertainty.
Another interaction technique involved adjusting the position and the size of the
visual feedback based on the user’s gaze direction. Both publications used eye
trackers that provide fine-grained data pertaining to visual attention.
Collaborative work on shared screens: Many interaction tasks benefit
from concurrent input of multiple users in shared workspaces. Yet concurrent
input also introduces the challenge of maintaining coordination between multiple
users, in particular ensuring that the work done by individual users is relevant
to the joint activity and that individual users’ actions do not interrupt those of
others. Because human attention is limited, the public availability of information
does not guarantee individual users’ awareness of others’ actions. A potential
opportunity for design is to track users’ locus of visual attention and adapt the
interaction accordingly. The publication III investigated adapting the access
rights based on how multiple users visually attend to the interface and each
other’s actions on a shared display.

1.1.3

How do low visual attention and interaction techniques that
adapt to users’ visual attention affect performance and user
experience?

The empirical contribution of the thesis is the data gathered through different
studies that evaluate the performance and user experience of the interaction
methods developed for various applications. The empirical questions that guided
the individual publications were:
• RQ1.1: How is touch accuracy affected by decreased visual monitoring?
• RQ1.2: What are the particular considerations for touch input without visual
monitoring?
• RQ2.1: How does the performance of a gaze-aware interaction technique
compare with traditional input for acquisition and manipulation tasks?
• RQ3.1: What are the visual attention-based access preferences for different
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actions?
• RQ3.2: What are the motivations for different visual attention-based access
preferences?
These questions show the effect of low visual attention and the particular
interaction methods that compensate for low visual attention regarding user
performance and experience. I discuss these observations in terms of the tradeoffs between time and spatial multiplexing and between adaptiveness and
predictability. The qualitative analysis of the data gathered through video
analysis and interviews points to additional considerations for future system
design.

1.2

The Structure of the Thesis

This thesis is based on a number of publications that document my work on
using visual attention data to adapt interaction based on users’ level of visual
monitoring during input. The following chapters provide an overview of the central concepts relevant to the research, while also describing the overall research
strategy and situating the interaction techniques and empirical observations
within the larger domain of HCI research. The chapters are organized as follows:
Chapter 2 introduces the concept of visual attention through an overview of
related work on human cognition and interpersonal communication. A main
distinction is made between visual attention as a cognitive measure of monitoring the environment and visual attention as a communicative signal that is
available to other entities in the environment. Importantly, various conceptions
of visual attention point to different considerations for the use of visual attention
information for interaction.
Chapter 3 frames the thesis in terms of a constructive research program
of adapting interaction to users’ level of visual monitoring during input and
describes how individual publications instantiated this program in different
ways. The differences concern the unit of visual attention (single or multiple
users), how the visual monitoring is operationalized, and the particular input
handling and visual feedback methods that aim to compensate for users’ lack of
visual monitoring.
The prototypes that have been developed as part of the constructive research
program have been evaluated through different user studies to answer various
empirical research questions. Chapter 4 summarizes the studies’ designs and
their main results.
Chapter 5 discusses the observations in the context of more general concepts
in HCI research, namely the trade-off between time and spatial multiplexing
and the uncertainty introduced by adaptive interfaces. The chapter summarizes
the main contributions of the thesis and provides an outlook for future work.
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2. Background: Visual Attention as
Cognition and Communication

This chapter introduces the constructs of attention and visual attention through
an overview of previous work on human cognition and interpersonal communication. Importantly, different conceptions of attention—and by extension visual
attention—bring forth different insights, which ultimately point to different considerations for interactive system design. I make one major distinction between
two different interpretations of actions that facilitate visual attention, first as a
cognitive measure of what is being monitored in the environment, and second as
communicative signals that are available to and utilized by other agents. This
distinction is important as the emergence of sensing devices such as eye tracking as input methods entails a partial shift from cognitive to communicative
considerations.

2.1

2.1.1

Visual Attention and Cognition

Attention as a Psychological Construct

The psychological treatment of the concept of attention can be traced to as early
as the nineteenth century when James described it as “taking possession by
the mind...withdrawal from some things in order to deal effectively with others”
[57, p. 403]. The emergence of attention as a mature area of study, however,
coincides with the development of information-processing models in cognitive
psychology [80, p.179] that reframed diverse phenomena such as memories,
thoughts or sensory experience under the unifying framework of information.
Within this framework, attention emerged as a necessary construct to explain
the discrepancy between information available to the cognitive system and what
can actually be processed [1, 58, 73]: At a given time, the mind is tasked with
processing information of internal (e.g., memories, thought) or external origin
(e.g. visual, auditory stimuli) [17], but is limited by its processing capacity. A
direct consequence of this limitation is the selectivity regarding the processed
information [1, 73, 79]. Attention has been conceptualized either as the cause
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of this selectiveness or as the by-product of different priming events or inputs
that compete for representation and processing in the brain [19, 25, 58]. Yet
central to all conceptions is the ability to prioritize certain stimuli over others.
The functional outcome of this prioritization is roughly summarized in Lindsay
and Norman’s characterization of attention as a “two-edged sword” [73, p.356].
On one hand, attention involves focusing on information that is of immediate
interest and filtering out competition and interferences. On the other hand,
selectivity of attention results in limitations to what can be tracked at a given
time, leading to potential omissions of useful information.
It should be noted that the precise application of information processing models to human beings has been non-trivial1 and diverse interpretations led to
different conceptions of attention. While the processing capacity or the communication bandwidth of machines can be specified through design, experimental
psychologists’ knowledge on the limits of human processing capacity relies on the
performance data observed through behavioral measures such as reaction time,
response accuracy or memory reports. Experiments generally operationalize
attention by observing the extent information can be accurately memorized or
reacted upon by participants after they have been exposed to multiple audio
streams [e.g. 10] or crowded visual fields [e.g. 19, 58]. The particular information
that can be accurately reported during these attentional “overload” situations
provides evidence for a limitation posed by the information processing capacity.
Early work such as Broadbent’s filter theory [10] characterized attention as
a single channel bottleneck that filters different inputs early on during the
cognitive process based on their task relevance. Distributing information to
different streams (such as spatially distributing audio through multiple speakers or utilizing multiple sensory modalities) is deemed helpful for filtering out
irrelevant information, but the final processing is conceived as a many-to-one
convergence [81]. As such, information processing is a time resource that can
not be shared between different tasks: “When no material is to be discarded
there is comparatively little advantage in using two or more sensory channels for
presenting information” [10, p.34].
Later work put the non-shareable single channel bottleneck model into question by observing the concurrent accomplishment of multiple tasks with different
attentional demands [81, 17, 121]. The limitations of human processing and
attentional selectivity predicts an upper limit to performance, which can be observed in the trade-offs between the attentional demand of the primary task and
the performance of the secondary task [121]. Importantly, this performance limit
is not static but sensitive to a person’s skill and the type of stimuli. For example,
1 In fact, the definitions of human information processing capability do not neces-

sarily mirror information theory as formulated by Shannon. Luce observes: “Of
course, the word information has been almost seamlessly transformed into the concept of ‘information-processing models’ in which information theory per se plays no role.
The idea of the mind being an information-processing network with capacity limitations
has stayed with us, but in far more complex ways than pure information theory.” [75,
p.185].
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multi-tasking performance during simultaneous writing, comprehension and
reading can improve with practice [105]. Another observation is the improved
multitask performance if two separate tasks are conducted over different sensory channels, such as when providing vehicle drivers audio instead of visual
instructions [74], showing a cross-modal advantage for time-sharing between
different tasks. Such findings led to a conception of information processing as
a collection of multiple and situated resources that can be deployed in parallel
and with relative independence [121] instead of the unitary model of attention
that is conceived as a single channel bottleneck. The division between resources
can be done on the basis of information processing stages, perceptual modalities
(e.g., auditory or visual), channels (e.g., foveal or peripheral vision) and codes
(e.g., spatial or symbolic information) [121].

2.1.2

Visual Attention

Visual attention accordingly refers to selectivity in processing visual information
[85]. As with general attention research, visual attention can be conceptualized
as a cause or an effect [25]. One example of the cause conception is to treat
visual attention as a spotlight that covers only a portion of a vast visual field
[58, 90]. The spotlight metaphor also suggests selectivity based on spatial
location within this visual field. Yet the precise entity of visual attention,
and thus its limitation, has been the subject of ongoing research. In addition
to spatial selection, previous work identified discrimination-based (such as
color and shape) and object-based (where attention is limited by the number of
separate objects) selection criteria [19, 24].
In addition to different selection criteria, visual selection has been conceptualized as the product of both top-down and bottom-up processes (sometimes
referred to as endogenous and exogenous) [19, 85, 112]. The distinction is based
on the source of bias that directs attention. Bottom-up control is defined as
stimuli-driven, determined by the feature properties in the environment [112].
Empirical support for bottom-up control comes from various saliency models
that predict visual attention based on various visual variables such as contrast,
movement or color. Top-down control, on the other hand, is defined as goaldriven [112], or more broadly as cognitively biased [19]. Previous research has
observed better response accuracy and reaction times if experimental subjects
are provided visual cues, providing evidence for top-down control of attention
informed by the prior knowledge about visual field [90].

Visual attention and gaze direction
There has been a long line of research that correlates attention with motor
behavior, particularly with that of eye movements [93]. The spatial distribution
of acuity in the human visual field poses limitations to what can be sensed. The
acuity is highest on the foveal region (the central 2◦ of vision) and gradually
decreases further into parafovea (which extends 5◦ from the center) and periph-
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eral regions [93]. The decreasing acuity means that perception is continuously
facilitated by foveal alignment (i.e., eye movements that spatially align the
gaze direction with the locus of attention). This is typically done using high
velocity movements called “saccades”, which are followed by relatively still “fixations”.2 Most experimental work uses screen based stimuli in the study of visual
attention (e.g. [48, 90]), where eye movements can solely facilitate foveal alignment. Yet foveal alignment with regions further in the periphery can require
head movements. Thus, an alternative categorization is to divide the visual
field based on the different types of action required for perception. Sander’s
distinction between “stationary”, “eye” and “head” fields is in this direction [99].
Furthermore, the types of actions needed for gaze alignment can be expanded to
include re-orienting one’s body posture or moving in the space when objects of
interest are distributed in the space.
Visual attention and gaze direction are not intrinsically tied, but it has been
suggested that separation is often the result of tightly controlled experimental conditions [90], such as when screen-based stimuli is flashed for a limited
amount of time [48]. Observations of more complex scenarios such as reading
text concluded that “there is no appreciable lag between what is being fixated
[by eyes] and what is being processed” [59], leading to the general “eye-mind
assumption”. Similar observations have been made for motor tasks of manually
reaching to targets in experimental studies [6, 92] or in the naturalistic observations of making tea [72] or preparing a snack [45]. An observation from the
latter set of studies is the high degree of synchrony between gaze direction and
hands, with eye fixations often preceding the handling of an object, providing evidence for the top-down control of visual attention in task-based scenarios [111].
Part of the synchrony is due to the need for visually guiding hand movements
when reaching to an object. The need for visual guidance has also been shown
in controlled studies that reported decreased accuracy during manual target
acquisition for arm movements without visual guidance [8, 106, 11].

Visual attention, manipulation and coordination
The actions described so far, such as eye and head movements or moving in
space for gaze alignment, correspond to what has been called “sensor actions”
[66]; they involve adapting one’s own body, but do not cause any other changes
in the environment. However, for many realistic use cases, the repertoire of
actions involved in perception can be expanded to include manipulating the
environment. For example, perception can require removing obstacles in the
visual field or positioning objects to locations that are easier to gaze at. The role
of manipulation in visual selection has been observed early in the development
process of visual skills [127] when infants manipulate objects to bring them to
the centre of their visual field and closer to their eyes. In doing so, they increase
2 In addition to saccades, previous studies identified pursuit, vergence, and vestibular

eye movements, but saccadic eye movements are generally considered more relevant
due to their high correlation with stimulus in experimental settings [93].
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the available stimuli but also filter out other objects of lesser importance [127].
The environment can be manipulated to ease perception by arranging the objects
to ease comparison [65]. Part of the physical arrangements is done to decrease
the load on memory such as using hands as placeholders [64]. Such manipulation
actions put an agent in a better position for perception by decreasing the visual
complexity of the environment, increasing the salience of certain items and
bringing related items together.
Various actions for facilitating perception and cognition are partly interchangeable. For example, a person can memorize information in a visual field before
looking elsewhere, or alternatively use the visual field as an external memory
through continuous visual attention. Similarly, one can visually attend to an
object by reorienting gaze through eye and head movements or by physically
moving the object to the center of the foveal region using hands. Visual comparison of two items can involve continuous reorienting of one’s gaze between them
or physically bringing them closer to decrease the amount of eye movements.
Which strategy is more economic, that is, whether the savings from eye movements make up for the effort spent in physical manipulation is an open question
that depends on the particulars of a given task.

2.2

From Cognition to Communication: Signalling Visual Attention

The work described so far conceptualized various actions (such as eye and head
movements) as a means for monitoring the environment. This focus has a
practical justification: as we perform our daily activities, many objects that
we monitor are not affected by how we monitor them. This means that the
significance of various actions that facilitate visual attention can be researched
solely through their value for monitoring the environment. As such, the main
research interest is cognitive.
At the same time, there are cases in which our actions that facilitate visual
monitoring can lead to changes in the behavior of other entities. A paradigmatic
example is face-to-face communication between humans, where participants
are able to see where the other party looks at. The use of gaze in interpersonal
interaction has been studied in social psychology [67] and conversation analysis
[97]. Previous studies have shown that humans are able to detect others’ gaze
direction with remarkable accuracy (within a few degrees of deviation if looking
straight to the other person [35]). The availability of gaze information means
that interlocutors in a conversation are not passively monitored as is the case
with inanimate objects, but have the capacity to sense and adjust their behavior
in response to others’ gaze.
Thus, the study of human communication early on distinguished between gaze
“as an act of perception by which one interactant can monitor the behaviour of the
other, and as an expressive sign and regulatory signal by which he may influence
the behaviour of the other” [63, p. 24]. As an act of perception, gaze supplements
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auditory information by monitoring the facial expression, posture and locus of
attention of others during conversation. At the same time, the availability of
gaze to the other party during face-to-face interaction means that it inevitably
assumes a number of communicative functions [3, 67, 86]. Since the human
face presents a wide array of information, much research has focused on how
or whether gaze is oriented to others’ faces during conversation. Looking at a
speaker signals attentiveness [33, 37, 63] and speakers seem to systematically
structure their sentences to secure hearer’s gaze [37]. Gaze direction can also
specify to whom an utterance is addressed in the presence of multiple hearers
[36]. Sustained mutual gaze can communicate intimacy during face-to-face
communication [2, 63]. Another domain of study is the orientation of gaze as
an indexical reference to the environment [38, 114]. Speakers in a conversation
can use their gaze direction to point to the objects in the environment and thus
establish common ground.
The fundamental distinction of the signalling function from monitoring is that
signalling requires the other party to register one’s gaze. At the same time, the
aforementioned observations on signalling attentiveness or soliciting attention
suggests that communicative uses of gaze, at least partly, rely on the affordances
created by its monitoring function, that is, they require participants themselves
to have some understanding of each others’ visual attention. As such, visual
attention as a construct is instrumental not only for analyzing interaction from
an external perspective but also to the participants themselves who maintain
a model of what the other person is attending to at a given time. Within this
communicative framework, however, analytic focus shifts from visual attention
as an objective mental state (as observed by the researcher) to visual attention
as a witnessable property in social interaction.

2.2.1

Conflicts between the Monitoring and Signalling Functions

The monitoring and signalling functions can provide competing explanations for
gaze behavior [13]. For example, various observational studies showed that it is
common for participants in a conversation to look away at the beginning of an
utterance and then reorient their gaze to the hearer towards the end [4, 63]. The
change in gaze orientation can partly be explained in cognitive terms. Speakers
are assumed to be less dependent on recipient’s visual feedback at the beginning
of their utterance and might even want to limit the external stimuli to dedicate
their attention to planning their utterance [4]. Conversely, they are more likely
to monitor the recipient’s response at the end and ahead of a planned change in
conversational role. In this regard, gaze behavior during conversation suggests
a top-down shift in attention driven by the divergent needs for information
and the constraints to information processing. At the same time, the public
availability of gaze direction means that gaze behavior can also be explained
by the additional communicative intention of making the other party aware of
one’s own gaze direction. Kendon’s interpretation of gaze behaviour is in this
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direction:
In withdrawing his gaze, p is able to concentrate on the organization
of the utterance, and at the same time, by looking away he signals
his intention to continue to hold the floor, and thereby forestall any
attempt at action from his interlocutor. In looking up, which we
have seen that he does briefly at phrase endings, and for a longer
time at the ends of his utterances, he can at once check on how his
interlocutor is responding to what he is saying, and signal to him
that he is looking for some response from him. [63, p. 42]
Competing explanations based on cognitive monitoring and communicative
signalling functions present a research challenge for understanding gaze behavior. However, it has been noted that interlocutors themselves can be very much
confronted with the practical challenge of balancing between these multiple
functions of gazing. This led to an early theorization by Argyle that explains
gaze behavior as a combination of “avoidance” and “approach” factors [2]. For
instance, gaze aversion can be optimal for reducing cognitive load while planning an utterance, but complete gaze aversion might be socially inappropriate
during face-to-face conversation. The lack of complete gaze aversion can thus
be explained in terms of speakers compromising on cognitive needs in order to
fulfill the communicative functions of gaze [5]. Similarly, interlocutors might
want to increase their monitoring (and thus their information gain), but are
likely to inhibit their gaze to avoid signalling undue intimacy through prolonged
mutual gaze [2, 3, 63]. The availability of gaze in face-to-face communication
means that different considerations are practically intertwined, but there have
been attempts to isolate the two in experimental settings. Argyle et al. utilized
a one-way screen that allowed one of the participants to monitor the other without his or her gaze being registered [3] (thus eliminating the communicational
function of gaze for one of the participants). In line with the expectations, the
one way screen resulted in less inhibition by the participant that is not seen by
the other.

2.3

Parallels in HCI

The section so far introduced the concepts of attention and visual attention
through a brief trajectory of the concepts in psychology and pragmatics, but
without going into the specifics of HCI. Yet the parallels to HCI should by
now be obvious for many readers. Conception of human–computer interaction
as a coupling of two information processors is pervasive in HCI (e.g. [16]).
However, as with experimental psychology, modeling human beings in terms of
sensory, cognitive and motor bandwidths has been non-trivial [103] and relies
on data observed during performance. A classical example is work on pointing
performance using Fitts’ law, in which information capacity of the human motor
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system is simplified into a single channel bottleneck that is inferred from the
trade-off between speed and accuracy [28, 76]. One group of HCI innovations
such as semantic pointing [7] or bubble cursor [39] essentially aim to make
better use of this limited capacity by exploiting information redundancies. As
such, they work within the boundaries of the single channel bottleneck.
Another group of innovations can be characterized as aiming to expand the
information capacity rather than working within the boundaries of the single
channel capacity. Work on multimodal interfaces assumes a multiple resource
model of human processing and facilitates concurrent use of audio, haptic and
visual channels for increased performance and robustness. Ambient, tangible
and graspable interfaces aim to shift interaction from focal visual channel to
haptic and visual peripheral channels [30, 54, 91]. A general insight from this
line of work is the dependence of the final information capacity (as inferred
through performance data) on the particular interface employed, as observed in
the relative advantage of bimanual interfaces over single-pointers for certain
tasks [15, 60].
The limitations posed by visual attention are broadly relevant for the design
of any interactive system due to the significance of visual attention for monitoring the interface and the environment. In this sense, the main interest has
been cognitive. One exception to this is multi-user interactions, where users’
visual attention assumes communicative functions, as documented early on in
shared control rooms [46]. Yet such communicative uses in collaborative work
mainly concern human–human interactions that occur in parallel with human–
computer interactions. The communicative use of visual attention information
by an interactive system is rather a later development; unlike interpersonal
communication, where interlocutors’ head orientation and gaze is often mutually
available, human–computer interface historically developed as a one-way screen.
The user can monitor the visual feedback shown by the interface, but the user’s
head and eye movements are beyond the sensing capability of the system, which
rules out their use as communicative signals. In this regard, one-way screen
describes an interface quality, namely the inability of the system to sense the
user’s gaze direction. However, it can also be regarded as a quality of how
the interface is articulated by the designer, as the absence of an explicit and
continuously updated model of the user’s visual attention.
Various developments are currently contributing to the fall of this one-way
screen. They can be viewed under two different approaches, first through
developments in user modeling, which led to the emergence of visual attention
as a construct that informs system behavior not only during the design phase but
also during the interaction, and second by sensing information that more closely
corresponds to visual attention. The first is being achieved by inferring visual
attention from other sources, most notably through existing manual inputs. The
second is being achieved through an increase in the system’s sensing capabilities,
notably by eye and head tracking.
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2.3.1

Inferring Visual Attention from Manual Input

The chapter early on noted that visual attention can involve manipulating the
environment, such as when certain objects are made more salient by bringing
them to the center of the visual field. Similar behaviors can be observed during
various manipulation actions in HCI. Actions that change the visual layout of
the interface, such as keeping documents on-screen, scrolling and zooming, make
certain objects visible and more salient while hiding others.
In most interfaces, these actions are executed through manual actions, which
can alternatively function as a record of what has been visually attended to by
the user and some previous work in HCI indeed interpreted them as such. For
example, a combination of user’s scrolling behavior and dwell time (amount of
time an interface element is visible on the screen) can function as a proxy for
reading behavior [47]. Research in information retrieval provided taxonomies
that classified user behavior such as scrolling or opening a document as “examining” [62]. Since accurate positional input on GUIs requires visual attention,
mouse movements—among other information such as interface layout—can be
used to construct models of user’s actual gaze direction [40, 52, 70, 82, 125].
A system can also infer different levels of visual attention based on the type
of input. For instance, whether the user performed a command using touch
interaction (which requires visual monitoring for accuracy) or a gesture above a
screen can indicate different levels of visual attention [88].

2.3.2

Increased Sensing Capabilities

Another development that is relevant for the communicative use of visual attention is the emergence of new sensors that provide a more accurate measure
of visual attention. For example, manual input and dwell time (time window
during which an interface element is visible on the screen) alone cannot sense
whether the user is physically present in front of the screen or not. The shortcomings of inferring visual attention from manual input devices motivated work
on using other sensors such as sonar [110] or web cameras [41] to verify user
presence. For larger screens, researchers utilized head orientation and face
recognition as rough estimates of gaze direction [20, 126, 109].
Perhaps the most remarkable development is the emergence of eye trackers
that provide much more detailed data about a user’s gaze. Current technical
landscape for eye tracking can be described as a plethora of different imagebased and electrophysiological sensing technologies [23]. In HCI, the use of eye
tracking dates to as early as 1981 when Bolt [9] used gaze to activate content
on multiple screens. Over time, eye tracking has been used in tasks as diverse
as pointing [e.g., 55, 129] to understand user interests in search interfaces [e.g.,
12, 89] and mediate visual attention information between multiple users [117].
A potential use of novel sensors is replacing manual input by gaze actions.
For example, many research contributions that use eye tracking for target
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acquisition aim to decrease the amplitude of motion travelled by hands [e.g.,
55, 129, 107]. By replacing manual input by eye tracking, they also decrease the
potential of using manual input to infer visual attention.

2.3.3

Competing Functions of Visual Attention in HCI

Inferring visual attention enables using various actions as communicative signals in addition to their monitoring function. At the same time, just like in
interpersonal communication, different uses of visual attention-related information can be conflicting. For example, in most human–computer interaction, eye
movements are reserved for monitoring and have no communicative function.
This creates a division of labor in which eyes are responsible for monitoring
(perceiving the system output) while hands are responsible for manipulation
(providing input to the system) and tactile feedback. This neat division of labor
changes once eye tracking comes into play. The conflict between the monitoring
and communicative functions of eye movements has been acknowledged early
on in eye tracking research, under the term Midas Touch [55]; a user gazes
to a location to gather information, but his or her eye movements inappropriately trigger commands. The problem has originally been observed for selection
tasks [55] and motivated the development of various methods that combine eye
movements with another input such as a key press or mouse movements as an
additional confirmation [69, 108, 129].
The competing functions of gaze also extends to computer mediated communication in multi-user applications. Visualizing players’ eye movements in a
multiplayer game can lead them to withhold their gaze or intentionally direct
it to mislead their opponents about their game strategy [84]. The competing
function is not limited to eye tracking input either. For example, it is common
for messaging applications to send read receipts to senders if their message is
opened by the receiver. In this case, opening a message (which acts as a proxy
for visual attention) not only facilitates monitoring (reading the message) but
becomes a communicative signal for the other user. Interviews with messaging
users has accordingly shown that they can abstain from opening messages to
avoid informing the other party of their reading action [50].

2.4

Summary: Different Implications of Visual Attention

Early in the section, I noted the consequence of attention as a “two-edged sword”
when it comes to monitoring the environment [73]; attention stands for the
information that is of immediate interest to a person but also for the limitation
of what can be processed at a given time. Here, I will argue that this twoedged sword characterization of attention also leads to different considerations
when it comes to using gaze—or any other input that operationalizes visual
attention—for human–computer communication.
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First, attention can represent what is of immediate interest to users, which enables inferring what users plan to do at a given time. As such, visual attention is
primarily a measure of what users intend to do or, at least, what they might recognize as appropriate system response. This interpretation assumes a top-down
model of attentional shift that is driven by task-related factors. One possible
use of inferring appropriate system behavior is to decrease the effort required
from the user. For example, the information of the particular information items
that are being attended by a user during information search can be utilized to
infer the user interest and decrease the need for precise queries [12, 62]. Or,
users’ gaze direction can be used to infer where they might want to point, which
in turn can be used to decrease the need for manual motor action as in various
methods that employ eye tracking to completely or partly replace mouse or other
manually operated input devices [e.g., 55, 87, 104, 107, 116, 129].
Secondly, the selectivity of attention also allows for utilizing visual attention
information to infer what users have monitored. As such, visual attention is
primarily a measure of what a user is aware of in the environment at a given time.
Unlike the previous consideration, visual attention as a measure of awareness
is less sensitive to whether the attentional shift occurred in a bottom-up or topdown fashion. Additionally, what is attended to does not necessarily correspond
to awareness due to memory decay [95] and changes in the environment. One
possible use of visual attention information is thus to adapt the system behavior
based on user awareness. In HCI, this relates to the line of research on systems
that aim to compensate for the lack of visual attention through notifications
[21, 41] or by delegating control to the system [44, 88].
While not necessarily exhaustive of all design considerations, the two major
interpretations of visual attention that derive from its monitoring function—as
a measure of what the user plans to do and what the user is aware of—are
too important to be overlooked.3 At the same time, the word “measure” can be
problematic as it implies some passive measurement without the participation of
the user. Yet the very fact that visual attention becomes observable and usable
by the system means that users can adapt their behavior by considering how
their input is utilized as a signal.
It is thus useful to list another third consideration for the use of visual attention information as a measure of what the user aims to convey. In this case,
the focus partly shifts away from visual attention as an objective measure to
how visual attention information is interpreted and utilized by the system, and
how users adapts their behavior in consideration of this, although one design
approach in HCI has been to base this communicative use of visual attention
information on its perceptual function, leading to expectations of ‘implicitness’
[77, 118, 128]. The user is assumed to perform an action for the purpose of mon3 A prior framework for utilizing visual attention information by Vertegaal distinguishes

between 1) sensing attention, 2) reasoning about attention, 3) regulating interaction,
4) communicating attention and 5) augmenting attention [120]. These point to different end-goals of attentive systems but can largely be seen as extensions of the two
considerations I have outlined.
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itoring but the system utilizes this information in ways that are not targeted
by users but are beneficial for them. Yet the section also illustrated how the
monitoring and communicative functions of visual attention actions can compete
during interaction.
The next section will position the contribution of this thesis in relation to these
diverse considerations related to visual attention.
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This chapter frames the research strategy pursued in this thesis in terms of a
constructive research program that is instantiated through a series of prototypes.
I first introduce the concept of ‘research program’ and justify its use for research.
I then describe how the individual work within this thesis concretized the
research program in different ways.

3.1

Research Program

The body of work that constitutes this thesis can be framed within the constructive research program of adapting interaction to users’ level of visual monitoring
during input.
Before going into the details of this description, it is useful to unpack the
concept of constructive research program in HCI and justify its relevance for
HCI design. In HCI and design, the concept of constructive research program
has been proposed to articulate research contributions in a way that openly
acknowledges their theoretical and methodological commitments [68, 94]. The
concept and this emphasis is in debt to Lakatos’ explanation of the progress
in science [71]. Lakatos argued that scientific achievements are the result of a
series of theories and heuristics for problem solving, shortly a research program,
instead of isolated theories. Framing research in terms of a program thus aims to
make these commitments—which operate in the background of various research
questions—explicit.
A lengthy discussion of research programs and Lakatos’ philosophy is beyond
the scope of this chapter. Yet it is necessary to state that the transposition of
research programs from natural and social sciences to design requires some effort
due to the constructive orientation of the latter. Design contributions, while
building on empirical facts, do not just aim to explain or predict the world but aim
to modify it. Here, designers are confronted with the challenge of establishing
the scope of their design activity, that is they need to decide on what is available
for modification and what is not. Secondly, they need to choose the particular
empirical observations that are relevant to design. The decisions concerning
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the design scope and the empirical observations consequently lead to different
design heuristics. Let’s consider a well-known HCI example, tangible computing:
Tangible computing takes humans’ existing familiarity with manipulating the
physical world as its departure point in an effort to bridge the so-called divide
between the physical and digital worlds [54]. The scope of design accordingly
involves configuring interfaces around these existing familiarities instead of
radically changing human behavior. The most relevant empirical observations
are existing practices of manipulating objects and observations of human manual
dexterity. These in turn inform various design interventions (in this case tangible
interfaces) that embody a set of design heuristics such as providing a direct
correspondence between the physical form and the computational variable [54].
The constructive research programs in HCI also emerged with a pragmatic
and hands-on mindset that emphasize quick iterations and prototyping [68]
over more formal and theoretical approaches that presuppose careful analysis
of an existing situation [e.g., 83]. This pragmatic justification for constructive
research programs can be summarized as follows:
First, constructive research inherently contains a tension between the use
habits and other factors that inform design, and the design interventions that
aim to transform them [14, 98]; when making design interventions researchers
build on existing practices, but these very practices can be invalidated by their
design interventions. Conversely, the design space can be unnecessarily constrained by existing use practices, device and service contexts. For instance, I
made the case that the communicative use of visual attention information can
lead to changes in how users behave. A pragmatic implication for constructive
research is that detailed models of existing visual attention behavior may not
easily inform new design, since a design intervention can invalidate previous
knowledge about such behavior. In short, information about an alternative future is sometimes best gained after changing certain material conditions, which
makes prototyping part of the knowledge production process [130].
The second justification relates to the observation that changing the material
settings can be a more cost-effective method of generating knowledge when
compared to predicting future use from existing interface uses. A parallel can
be made with visual attention. The previous chapter discussed the observation
that physical manipulation of the environment is partly interchangeable with
eye movements and thinking, and in some cases, can be a more economical
method for perception and cognition. The constructive design research can be
interpreted as a mere implication of this insight on methodology; instead of
striving to build extensive models of the world through observation and try
to predict the utility of future design interventions, researchers can start by
prototyping their own alternative reality. This is particularly relevant for illdefined problems in complex settings that do not easily lend themselves to being
exhaustively represented. A methodological consequence is that constructive
research programs can be exploratory and qualitative in nature, since many
factors that need to be evaluated are not necessarily known in advance.
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Having discussed the rationale for constructive research programs, we can
try to interpret some existing HCI work in terms of how selectively they use
empirical data about visual attention and how they accordingly propose different
design heuristics. Let’s take the example of interaction techniques that replace
part of the manual interaction with eye tracking for selection tasks [e.g., 87, 107,
116, 129]. This design heuristic emphasizes particular insights and empirical
knowledge about visual attention. First, a departure point is that eye movements
to a target precede manual action and can thus be faster than hand movements
for selection. The use of gaze for selection also emphasizes visual attention
as a measure of what the user plans to do. Overall, the design program is
oriented towards bypassing the bottleneck posed by hand movements through
gaze input. Less central to the program is the bottleneck posed by the limited
visual attention.
The research program of this thesis, adapting interaction to users’ level of
visual monitoring during input, aims to fill some of the gaps left by the above
research program. First of all, the precedence of eye movements to a visual
target (as observed in mouse use [51]) is not treated as a pre-given but the
result of various design decisions; users need to visually monitor a visual target
because GUIs require them to do so. Secondly, the research program emphasizes
the observation that performance decreases in the lack of visual monitoring,
since users are less aware of the environment. In doing so, I utilize visual
attention information primarily as a measure of what the user is aware of in
a given situation. The program accordingly aims to address the bottleneck
posed by visual attention (instead of the bottleneck posed by hand movements).
By focusing on visual attention, it also emphasizes the main detriment to the
performance as the limitation posed by the spatial resolution of the visual acuity
instead of the cognitive limitation of having to handle multiple unrelated tasks.
These considerations call for an alternative set of design heuristics. Identifying
this alternative set has been the aim of the work in this thesis.
Finally, it should be noted that pursuing a constructive research program
does not imply a lack of evaluative criteria. What makes a program valuable
is its capacity to guide new design work that goes beyond the state of the art
for various use scenarios. Every instantiation (i.e., the practical work that
embodies the commitments of the program) helps identify its useful scope,
which might result in modifications to the original formulation [94]. The work
within the scope of this thesis also unfolded as a progression of various design
interventions that were guided by the program. Below, I describe how the
individual contributions in this thesis fit into the research program. An overview
of these publications is provided in Table 3.1.

3.1.1

Publication I: Single User On-Surface Input

Publication I contributes a set of interaction techniques that use eye tracking
to support touch interaction with decreased reliance on visual guidance. Touch
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Example
non-adaptive
solution
Example cause
for decreased
monitoring
Unit of visual
attention

Cause of
uncertainty
Adaptive
solution
developed for

Single-user

Multi-user

Tactile/audio cuing & Static
interface configurations

Predetermined division of
labor between users

Split-attention due to the
spatial distribution of
interface elements

Users work in loosely-coupled
manner on distant interface
regions

Whether a user is visually
attending to the interface

Whether multiple users are
jointly attending to the
interface

Spatial inaccuracy

Consensual inaccuracy

Publication I: multifocus
image exploration, exploring
relational data and color
switching in paint;
Publication II: object
drawing and manipulation
and real-time video
manipulation

Publication III: project
planning, brainstorming,
document sharing

Table 3.1. Overview of different publications within the research program.
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interaction comes with several advantages when compared to some other input
devices that have traditionally facilitated input with low visual monitoring (such
as mechanical keyboards and other tangibles): Touch screens allow dynamically
changing the motor and visual spaces of the input surface depending on the
application context. On the other hand, several factors make touchscreen use
more dependent on visual monitoring. The lack of tactile cues requires users
to visual monitor their manual actions for positional accuracy and dynamically
changing input surfaces make it harder to rely on memory. At the same time,
the flexibility that comes with touchscreens provide an opportunity to address
some of these drawbacks through novel interaction techniques.
The main strategy in this publication was to employ eye tracking to understand
the degree of visual guidance that a manual action is accomplished with and
adapt the system interpretation and handling of the user input accordingly.
Decreased visual attention was treated as an instance of decreased control
in interaction (Figure 3.1). To deal with this decreased control, I proposed
novel input handling and visual feedback techniques that aimed to compensate
for users’ lack of visual monitoring and demonstrated their use through three
example applications that required interacting with multiple regions on the
interface (image exploration, exploring relational data and color switching in
paint). Two user studies have been conducted to guide future design. The first
part measured the degree of positional accuracy based on the degree of visual
attention and determined a selection range around a touch point. The second
part reported the perceived utility and the hand-eye coordination challenges
that emerge during the interaction with applications. The empirical research
questions posed in this publication were:
RQ1.1 How is touch accuracy affected by decreased visual monitoring?
RQ1.2 What are the particular considerations for touch input without visual
monitoring?

3.1.2

Publication II: Single User On- and Above-Surface Input

The initial work on adapting the interaction based on users’ level of visual
monitoring was prototyped for a touch screen, but some limitations became
apparent during evaluation when users’ level of visual monitoring was wrongly
interpreted in some situations. The limitation can be framed as a sensing
limitation: Hand movements that lead to a touch can be accompanied by different
levels of visual monitoring between the initiation of the movement and the touch
event, but this complex information about hand-eye coordination is not available
through touch sensing alone. A potential solution is to expand the system’s
sensing capability to above-surface space to sense hand posture, position and
speed. Creating a more accurate model of user’s visual monitoring was the
departure point for utilizing above-surface sensing, but during prototyping it
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became obvious that above-surface sensing can be used for novel interaction
techniques that facilitate concurrent interaction with multiple interface regions.
Publication II contributes a set of interaction techniques that combine on- and
above-surface sensing with eye tracking. Together, above-surface sensing and
eye tracking allows understanding how users’ hands and gaze are distributed
across the interface and adapt the interaction accordingly. As with Publication I,
the techniques have been developed for use cases (object drawing and manipulation, and real-time video manipulation) that require interacting with multiple
regions on the interface. The performance of the interaction methods have been
evaluated for acquisition and manipulation tasks against a baseline condition.
The empirical research question posed in this publication was:
RQ2.1 How does the performance of a gaze-aware interaction technique compare with traditional input for acquisition and manipulation tasks?

Figure 3.1. The unit of visual monitoring for the publications I and II was the individual human.
The interaction with interactive systems often requires users to visually monitor
their own actions as well as the system feedback (left). The research program focused
on supporting input methods in which the visual monitoring is lower (right).

3.1.3

Publication III: Multi-User Shared Screen Input

Publication III expands the research program to multi-user interaction settings.
Publications I and II focused on solitary use cases, in which the interface is
manipulated and monitored by the same person. However, some interactive
tasks are collaborative and involve multiple users’ concurrent input. The coordination can sometimes be accomplished without having to monitor other users’
actions—for instance in the presence of established social protocols or predefined
divisions of labor. These social protocols are similar to mechanical keyboards in
the sense that they allow relying on memory instead of dynamically changing
information from the environment. In the absence of such protocols, however,
coordination can require participants to monitor each other during collaboration
and lack of monitoring can lead to various coordination challenges. A design
opportunity to address the challenge of coordination is to adapt the interaction
based on multiple users’ visual attention.
Similar to publications I and II, publication III treats lack of monitoring as
a disruption to the control loop in interaction (Figure 3.2). Yet considerations
for limited visual attention in collaborative work differ from that of single-user
scenarios. First, the unit of visual attention shifts from the individual monitoring
of actions, to the joint attention of multiple users. Secondly, visual attention
is limited primarily due to the concurrent input of multiple users, rather than
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multi-tasking or multi-focus interaction by a single user. Thus, unlike the
single-user interactions, the actions that can be attended are not necessarily
initiated by the user. Thirdly, adapting the interaction is motivated by avoiding
conflicts and maintaining consensus rather than addressing the problem of
positional inaccuracy as individual users are assumed to be fully aware of their
own actions. In other words, visual monitoring leads to uncertainty about the
degree of consensus instead of the spatial position of the input.

Figure 3.2. The unit of visual monitoring for Publication III was the group level. The publication
proposed adapting the system response by distinguishing situations in which the
users visually monitor each others’ actions (left) or not (right).

Publication III thus investigates input handling techniques based on how
multiple users visually attend to the interface and each others’ actions on a
shared display. During collaboration, users can switch between working on
different tasks in parallel to working in tight coordination on the same screen
region, leading to different visual attention configurations. In return, actions
can require varying degrees of oversight or consensus based on their scope or
reversibility. A possible system adaptation is changing the access rights (e.g.,
who can edit or view a document) based on users’ joint attention on a shared
display. The framework proposed in the publication presents a framework for
visual attention-based access and introduces four different access types based on
their availability in solitary and joint attention situations. An exploratory study
has been conducted, in which participants were instructed to assign these access
types to various actions in three different task scenarios on a large vertical
display that tracked their head orientation. The applications (project planning,
brainstorming and document sharing) were inspired by existing collocated collaborative scenarios and featured a mix of different action types (such as editing,
moving, deleting) and content with varying levels of privacy. Unlike the other
publications, the input handling methods were not specified in advance and
participants were asked to determine different handling methods for different
actions as they perform tasks using these applications. The research questions
that guided the evaluation were:
RQ3.1 What are the visual attention-based access preferences for different
actions?
RQ3.2 What are the motivations for different visual attention-based access
preferences?
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3.1.4

Publication IV: Implicit Interaction

I have framed the research program of this thesis as adapting interaction to users’
level of visual monitoring during input. Treating visual attention information
as a measure of their awareness might imply that it is the system that adapts to
users and users’ participation is somewhat passive in the sense that they do not
intentionally target system adaptation. At the same time, the previous section
noted that the use of visual attention information as a passive measure becomes
problematic once this information is used for communicative purposes as the
users can adapt their behavior in consideration of how the system responds
to their input. One such observation has been made in Publication III, when
participants in the study utilized visual attention-based access to direct other
users’ attention. The mismatch between prior design expectations and actual
user practice brings a set of methodological challenges for any system that
targets users’ unintentional participation.
Publication IV identifies these methodological challenges through an analysis
of the concept “implicit interaction” in HCI. The term implicit interaction is
often used to describe cases in which user engagement is assumed to be passive.
the term has also been used to characterize attentive systems that utilize
visual attention information [77, 118, 128]. The publication first reviews the
existing meanings of the term implicit and identifies the constructive challenges
related to designing for implicit interactions. It then provides a new operational
definition of implicit interaction as user’s mental attitude towards an input–effect
relationship.
Input–effect relationships can be used to analyze a diverse set of interfaces
and interactions, including interfaces that utilize visual attention information.
For example, the communicative use of actions that facilitate visual attention
(such as eye movements) can be expressed as situations in which a user action
that is sensed by the system (an input) results not only in the monitoring of the
interface, but also in additional effects (Figure 3.3). Expectations of implicitness
rely on these additional effects being a by-product of a user action; that is, the
user has not performed the action in order to achieve this effect.
eye movements

monitor the interface

eye movements

monitor the interface
additional effect

Figure 3.3. The comparison of two cases in which 1) eye movements only facilitate visual monitoring of the interface (above) or their communicative use results in multiple effects
(below).

Some applications of eye tracking, such as using eyes as a pointer to trigger
commands is usually not considered implicit [77] as the users are assumed to be
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directing their gaze with the expectation of triggering the commands1 :
eye movements

monitor the interface
trigger a command

The use of eye movements for communicative purposes can also cause unwanted command triggers as in the Midas Touch problem [55]. A design solution
to prevent Midas Touch has been to use additional manual inputs such as mouse
or touch confirmation [129, 87], instead of relying on eye movements alone.
Since these interactions do not directly trigger a command, their use have been
considered implicit [128]. Formally, these are situations in which reaching an
effect requires a complementary input:
eye movements
eye movements + manual confirmation

monitor the interface
trigger a command

Note that each interface configuration makes certain action courses easier
and others harder. For example, being able to trigger commands by only using
eye movements enables users to interact in a hands-free fashion, but it can
also prohibit them from monitoring an interface region without triggering a
command. Additional manual confirmations remedy the Midas Touch problem,
but they prohibit pointing without visual monitoring, since the manual input
is always used to complement the positional input provided by gaze direction.
It can be argued that both design configurations require users to look at an
interface location for selection. As such, they aim to address the bottleneck posed
by hand movements instead of the bottleneck posed by limited visual attention.
The research program of this thesis, which aims to address the bottleneck
posed by limited visual attention, led to the use of visual attention information
as a measure of user awareness. The core idea can be illustrated as below:
eye/head movements
eye/head movements + manual action

monitor the interface
adaptive input handling

The rest of the section describes the particular visual attention-based input
handling and visual feedback techniques in more detail.

3.2

An Overview of the Interaction Techniques

Below, I provide an overview of how different publications operationalized the
visual attention and the interaction methods that have been implemented for
different prototypes.
1 In use cases such as eye typing on a screen-based virtual keyboard, the purpose of eye

movements can even be conceptualized as purely communicative, since the user does
not aim to gather new information by monitoring the virtual keyboard layout.
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3.2.1

Operationalization of Visual Monitoring

Different instruments have been selected for sensing visual attention information depending on the application case. For single user applications (Publication
I and II), the input surface was a 10 finger multi-touch screen (27”, 2,560x1,440
pixels) and eye tracking has been used to gather fine-grained data about user’s
gaze direction on the interface. Work in Publication I featured an SMI RED
eye tracker running at 60Hz and mounted below the touch screen that was
approximately 50cm away from users’ eyes. Work in Publication II featured
Pupil Labs binocular tracking glasses running at 60Hz (Figure 3.4 left). The
multi-user study (Publication III) has been conducted on a larger 2,05 × 1,20
meter vertical interactive surface consisting of three adjacent displays, each with
a resolution of 1080 × 1920 pixels. The large size of the display enabled using
head orientation as a proxy for visual attention. Head position and orientation of
users were tracked by an OpenCV application that detects head-worn markers
using a web camera (running at 640 × 480 pixel resolution) mounted at the
ceiling (Figure 3.4 right).

Figure 3.4. Different operationalizations of visual attention, using eye tracking for single users
on a 27” touch screen (left, Publication II) and head tracking for multiple users on a
wall-sized vertical display (right, Publication III).

In addition to instrumentation, various prototypes differed in regard to how
they established whether an action or a system feedback has been visually
attended to. For single-user cases, in which the distance between the user and
the interactive system is relatively stable (approximately 50cm), distance to the
manual input location has been used as the basis for deciding on whether an
action is being attended to or not (Figure 3.5 left). On the other hand, multi-user
scenarios involve situations in which an action can be viewed from a distance
(e.g., if it is performed by the other user). Thus, whether a visual area is attended
by a participant has been determined by scoring the visual attention information
using visual angle (θ ) and distance (d) values between the head and the target
on the screen (Figure 3.5 right).
The other considerations for operationalizing visual monitoring were:
• Continuous, discrete. Whether an action or a system feedback has been
visually monitored can be determined along a discrete (i.e., maintaining a basic
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Figure 3.5. For single user touch screen interactions visual monitoring has been operationalized
in terms of the distance of the gaze point to the manual input (left, Publication I
and II). For users interacting with a wall-size display it has been operationalized in
terms of the angle (θ ) and distance (d) to the target (right, Publication III).

distinction between visually attended or not) or continuous scale. The choice
of the operationalization depends ultimately on how the visual attention
information will be utilized by the application. Publication I, for instance,
operationalized visual monitoring continuously, based on the distance between
the gaze point on the interface and the touch input location. This led to an
empirically demonstrated, simple linear relationship between the distance
of the gaze to the touch location and the spatial inaccuracy of the touch
input. Publication III, on the other hand, utilized visual attention information
to discretely distinguish between solitary and joint attention situations (to
identify whether an action is attended by a single user or multiple users).
• Conservative, liberal approaches. The system’s interpretation of users’
level of visual monitoring can also update upon eye or head movements (liberal
approach) or only upon the movement of the hand (conservative approach).
Conservative approach can be more suitable for cases in which the main source
of uncertainty is positional inaccuracy, since it is expected that the approximate
location of the user’s fingers on the surface will persist within the user’s short
term memory even after the gaze shifts to another location. This approach
has accordingly been used in Publication I and II. For single-user cases, the
general principle has also been to a) decrease the uncertainty instantly when
the user increases visual guidance and b) increase the uncertainty gradually
when the user decreases the visual guidance. The difference is due to the
gradual deviation in position with increasing amplitude of movement [8].
The persistence of individual memory does not equally apply to multi-user
scenarios. Thus, Publication III updated the visual attention model of the user
groups instantly based on their head movements.

3.2.2

Input Handling Techniques

Once the users’ degree of visual monitoring has been identified, there remains
the question of what type of adaptations can be conducted by the system to
compensate for decreased monitoring. The general design approach has been to
interpret situations of decreased visual monitoring as cases of uncertain input.
The phrase uncertain input stands for an approach to input handling in which
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the system response to a user input is probabilistically determined through
an evaluation of multiple potential interaction outcomes. This is in contrast
to many traditional interfaces that abstract user inputs early on into discrete
events (such as a mouse click on a Cartesian coordinate or a specific keyboard
press), which are then mapped to various user interface commands. As such, the
success of the interaction relies on users’ ability to provide accurate input. For
many input methods such as speech recognition, gestures, touch or physiological
sensors, however, the system sensing can be inaccurate or users’ situational
awareness or capability to provide precise input can be low. A possible design
solution is to handle inputs probabilistically by taking various contextual factors
into account, instead of immediately abstracting it into discrete events. Many
uncertain input handling frameworks in HCI [e.g., 78, 88, 101, 102, 123] follow
this approach.
The departure point of the input handling framework in this thesis is that
decreased visual monitoring decreases the capacity of users to control interaction.
In single-user scenarios, this involves decreased positional accuracy due to
the lack of visual monitoring of the action. In multi-user scenarios, this is
related to the decreased capacity of users to keep track of the changes on a
shared workspace and intervene when another user performs a conflicting
action. Below, I describe the various interface adaptations in terms of an input
handling framework. This is based on previous work [78, 101] that separates
input handling process into successive stages of input modelling and action
execution.

Input Modeling
Having identified input with decreased visual monitoring as uncertain, it becomes necessary to identify other input sources that can be utilized by the system
to resolve uncertainty. The thesis investigated several inputs for different use
cases:
• Gaze context. The main use of the visual attention information in this
thesis has been to determine the level of visual guidance. Yet visual attention
information can also be used to detect task context and resolve uncertainty by
prioritizing actions that are related to where the user is visually attending to.
• Interaction history. A possible reason for the lack of visual monitoring
could be that the user already has some information about the target interface
action due to past experience [31]. Thus, decreased visual monitoring can
be attributed to the user expectation of repeating a previous action. In this
case, users’ history of past actions can be an additional input source to resolve
uncertainty.
• Hand gesture. Various interface actions such as tapping, sliding or rotating
can require different finger manipulations and thus different hand postures
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during manual input. Thus, another potential resource for resolving uncertainty is to supplement the positional information (i.e., where the hands are
situated on the interface) with gestural information (i.e., the hand posture and
the specific finger that performs the touch).

Action execution
Having compiled different user inputs, the system can proceed to choose an appropriate response. Here, different responses can involve 1) immediate selection
of an action, 2) deferring the system response until more information is gathered
and 3) inaction.
• Select action. One way to handle low visual monitoring is to delegate control
to the system. The system can respond to uncertainty in a number of ways for
selecting action. Publication I demonstrated various techniques under this
category. For example, action selection can involve different actions that are
positionally different, such as selecting between different discrete input fields
like buttons.
The selection can also occur between different actions that positionally
overlap. For example, a touch action on a text field can be intended for
scrolling or text selection [102]. Yet these different actions require different
degrees of visual guidance: scrolling has an area effect and does not require
exact pointing, while selection requires accurate pointing. Selection among
overlapping input fields can also be based on positional and gestural data, as
these two components of hand motion are dissimilarly affected by low visual
monitoring. Hand posture and relative finger positions are known to the
user through proprioception, whereas positional accuracy requires the user to
monitor where the hand or finger is located relative to the target. Accordingly,
the system can choose the extent it relies on the positional or the gestural
component of hand motion based on a user’s degree of visual monitoring.
Finally, if the input field allows range selection, positional uncertainty can
be handled by expanding the selection range.
• Defer action. Another potential response is to defer action until enough
information is gathered for disambiguation. A common example is the pressrelease sequence for inherently uncertain inputs such as touch [101] or gaze
[69]. Publication I utilized this technique by communicating the selected
action back to the user as visual feedback upon a touch gesture and deferring
the final action execution to a touch release event. Publication II utilized
this approach by communicating the widget selection before touch, by taking
advantage of the above-surface sensing, and deferring the action execution to
the actual touch event.
• Inaction. Input without visual guidance can be interpreted as unintentional
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or unfocused, resulting in the system not taking any action. This approach has
been utilized in Publication III to manage access rights on a shared surface.
For instance, consensual actions are enabled only if all the users are visually
attending to the action, while supervised actions require the attention of a
specific user such as the owner of a document. Table 3.2 summarizes the
availability of each access type under different attention situations.

Action can be accomplished
Universal

SA

under any attention situation

Consensual

only under joint attention

-

Supervised

if object owner or supervisor is attending

#
G

Private

JA

only if the owner is attending and no one else

#
G

-

Table 3.2. Types of actions that are available ( ), unavailable (-) or only available to a particular
user (G
#) under solitary attention (SA) and joint attention (JA) situations.

3.2.3

Visual Feedback Techniques

Another way of dealing with uncertainty is to remedy users’ lack of visual
monitoring through various visual feedback techniques. The two techniques
contributed within the scope of this thesis are supporting peripheral awareness
and warping information.
• Support peripheral awareness. Perception in the periphery of the visual
field benefits from larger object sizes [18] as acuity in the peripheral field is
lower than that in fovea. A potential system adaptation is thus adjusting the
visual feedback size based on the distance of gaze to the target object. The
system can increase the visual footprint of the cursor peripheral awareness
and to indicate the degree of positional uncertainty as determined by the
system. This technique has been utilized in Publication I (Figure 3.6).
• Warp information Previous section noted that visual attention is facilitated
not only by eye and head movements but can also involve the manipulation of
the environment. For instance, instead of redirecting visual attention, a target
item can be moved to the center of the visual field through hand movements. A
parallel approach developed in this thesis is to overlay the information content
near a manual input location to where the user’s visual attention is directed
to. Publication I and II utilized this technique by showing widget information
upon touch (Publication I, Figure 3.6 left) or above-surface hover (Publication
II, Figure 3.7 right) to the user.
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Figure 3.6. Providing peripheral awareness (left) and warping information content around manual input position to gaze point (middle) are two possible visual feedback techniques
to communicate system interpretation of user input back to user (Publication I).

Figure 3.7. An example of warping information: the system adapts where to show visual feedback
about a widget based on user’s gaze direction (Publication II).

3.3

Summary

The section introduced the concept of constructive research program and framed
the work within this thesis in these terms. The constructive program I pursued
mainly departs from the consideration of visual attention as a limited resource,
which I have contrasted with other approaches that depart from limitations
to motor performance. This consideration consequently led to different design
solutions than proposed in previous work. Table 3.3 provides an overview of
potential input handling and visual feedback techniques and the publications in
which they are implemented. Publications I, II and III document the progression
of the constructive program from single user situations to multiple users, while
publication IV provides a theoretical reflection on the concept of implicitness
that often feature in adaptive and attentive systems.
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Technique
Select
action

Unit Description
Single- Delegate control to the system when the user is not
user paying attention (I&II)

Input Handling

Multi- Delegate control to the system when the users are not
user jointly attending to the action
Defer
action

Single- Postpone the execution of an action until the user
user visually monitors the feedback (I&II)
Multi- Postpone the execution of an action until the other
user user visually monitors the feedback

Inaction

Single- Do not execute an action if a user is conducting it
user without visual monitoring
Multi- Do not execute an action if the action is not visually
user monitored by certain users (III)

Visual Feedback

Warp
information

Single- Show information near where the user’s gaze is
user directed at (I&II)
Multi- Show information near where the other user’s gaze is
user directed at

Increase
peripheral
awareness

Single- Increase the visual footprint of an item that is on the
user periphery of user’s visual field (I)
Multi- Increase the visual footprint of an item that is on the
user periphery of the other users’ visual fields

Table 3.3. An overview of various input handling and visual feedback techniques for single- and
multi-user adaptations. The roman numerals in parentheses denote the publications
that have implemented the technique.
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4. Empirical Observations

This section provides an overview of the empirical studies conducted as part of
the research program. The studies were conducted to evaluate the interaction
techniques described in the previous section based on performance and user experience and are mainly formative as they aim to identify further considerations
for design.
Research Question

Approach

Data

I

RQ1.1: How is touch accuracy affected
by decreased visual monitoring?

Explanatory

Data logging

I

RQ1.2: What are the particular
considerations for touch input without
visual monitoring?

Exploratory

Experimenter
Observations, Focus
Interviews

II

RQ2.1: How does the performance of a
gaze-aware interaction technique
compare with traditional input for
acquisition and manipulation tasks?

Explanatory

Data logging

III

RQ3.1: What are the visual
attention-based access preferences for
different actions?

Descriptive

Data logging

III

RQ3.2: What are the motivations for
different visual attention-based access
preferences?

Exploratory

Experimenter
Observations, Focus
Interviews

Table 4.1. Overview of different research questions posed throughout different publications (in
roman numerals) and the empirical approach and data gathering methods employed
for answering them.

A methodological problem for evaluating HCI prototypes is the discrepancy
between the current world and a potential future world that is envisioned by
a design intervention [98]: The current world might differ in terms of user
expectations from interactive systems and available devices. In the context
of this research, for instance, a major limitation is the absence of dedicated
equipment for sensing visual attention in most systems and people’s existing
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visual attention habits. The discrepancy makes a level of control necessary to
recreate the future conditions envisioned by the research. A common way of
control is through laboratory studies, which constitute the body of empirical
work in this thesis.
Despite the shared laboratory setting, the questions posed throughout the
thesis have been approached in different ways (Table 4.1). One way to categorize
different empirical studies is based on their degree of open-endedness, or put
inversely, how structured they are [61]. Exploratory studies are open-ended as
they aim to learn more about a phenomenon and identify considerations that
are not anticipated in advance. Descriptive and explanatory studies, on the
other hand, aim to document and predict the phenomena under investigation
through different variables that are often defined in advance of the study [61].
The research questions 1.2 and 3.2 are thus explorative as they aim to identify
different considerations that were observed after deploying the prototypes. The
research questions 1.1 and 2.1 on the other hand are explanatory with predefined
invariables and variables. Finally, the research question 3.1 is descriptive as it
catalogues participant responses into pre-established categories, but without
strong prior predictions.
In the rest of the chapter, I describe individual study designs and summarize
their main results.

4.1

RQ1.1: How is touch accuracy affected by decreased visual
monitoring?

Publication I proposed interaction technique to compensate for users’ low visual
monitoring during manual input based on the insight that low visual monitoring
decreases positional accuracy (which is also observed in previous research [106,
124]). Yet the extent of inaccuracy for touch input surfaces that accommodate
bimanual interaction (more particularly the 27” tilted touch screen used in the
study) was not established in previous research. Thus a two-part study has been
devised with the aim of finding 1) the positional accuracy of touch input with
varying degrees of visual guidance and 2) the distance of the gaze point to the
touch point for positionally accurate tasks.
The first part of the study treated the degree of visual monitoring as the
invariable and the positional accuracy as the variable. An experimental setup
has been created to prevent participants from visually monitoring their input
(i.e., to keep the visual monitoring as the invariable); the participants had
to keep their gaze (controlled by eye tracking) inside a predefined area while
tapping on one of the 15 targets (on a 5 × 3 matrix) on the touch screen. The
target acquisition tasks were accepted only if the participants kept their gaze
within the predefined area. The second part of the study, on the other hand,
treated visual monitoring as the variable and the positional accuracy as the
invariable, and tasks were accepted only if the participants accurately pointed
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Touch to target distance (mm)

to the target.
The two stages respectively yielded 1080 and 216 trials from 12 participants
(× 90 tasks). The scatter plot in Figure 4.1 shows the relationship between the
distance of the gaze point to the target position (invariable) to the positional
offset (distance between the touch and target positions).

Eyes-on trials

100
50

52.5

200

350

500

Gaze point to target distance (mm)
Figure 4.1. Scatter plot of peripheral target acquisition tasks across all participants. The horizontal line indicates the visual boundary of the circle target (rad=5.8mm). The darker
background indicates the eyes-on in which the target was within the boundary of the
circle the participants had to keep their gaze inside(rad=52.5mm).

The data has been divided into four continuous bins that correspond to varying
levels of visual guidance. Figure 4.2 shows the distribution of touch points relative to the target across all users for four chosen intervals of visual monitoring.
In line with expectations and previous research, the results showed decreased
positional accuracy for increased distance between the touch and gaze points,
which can be used to estimate positional uncertainty for input handling.

4.2

RQ1.2: What are the particular considerations for touch input
without visual monitoring?

RQ1.1 confirmed the decreased positional accuracy for low visual monitoring, but
did not investigate the effect of interaction techniques on user behavior. This was
investigated through another set of tasks in the same session. The participants
were asked to perform open ended tasks with three different applications until
they felt comfortable with the interaction techniques. The sessions were video
recorded and participants were interviewed immediately after using each of the
applications. The main observations can be summarized as below:
• Adjustment through use. Participants often acknowledged the difficulty of
“touching without looking” at the start of the session and admitted to force
themselves not to redirect their gaze to the touch location. At the same time,
later experience has been described as “natural” and “easier” as participants
developed a better understanding of how their touch will be interpreted by
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Figure 4.2. The distribution of touch points relative to the target across all users for chosen
ranges of distance between gaze point and target. The dashed circles are the 95 %
confidence circles. The inner solid circles show the target visual boundary. All units
in mm.

the system. Being able to use two hands on the surface while keeping their
attention on the work area has also been highlighted as an advantage. An
observation from these comments is that input without visual guidance can
require a degree of familiarity both with the interface layout and an increased
understanding of how the system will handle the input.
• Misinterpretation of positional uncertainty. We observed a number of
instances in which a manual input action was wrongly interpreted as positionally uncertain due to the system’s lack of awareness of the hand and finger
movements before the actual touch event. One instance involved a participant
keeping his finger just above a specific point on the interface and performing
the touch action while looking elsewhere. In these cases, although the participants knew exactly where they were pointing to, the application interpreted it
as positionally uncertain and handled the input accordingly. The participant
occasionally identified this as a “problem”.
• Screen edge as ambiguous border and tactile guide. Although a touch
screen is an input field with definite boundaries, decreased visual guidance
can cause ambiguity for users regarding whether they are addressing the
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system during touch. In some instances, while aiming for the color palette
near the edge of the screen, participants touched the insensitive bezel area of
the screen. The lack of visual feedback in this case communicated that the
system is not addressed, which led the users to a repeated touch action. On
the other hand, device borders provide potential tactile cues for eyes-free use.
This was observed again when participants anchored their left hand on the
screen edge for sliding along the input widget with their thumb or index finger
while keeping their gaze on another location. So, although the design program
targeted flexible input handling the participants still utilized tactile cues to a
certain extent to aid eyes-free use.

4.3

RQ2.1: How does the performance of a gaze-aware interaction
technique compare with traditional input for acquisition and
manipulation tasks?

Publication I evaluated the positional accuracy of input without visual monitoring and qualitatively evaluated different applications, but stopped short
of evaluating the performance of various interaction techniques. Publication
II has been devised to answer the performance of uncertain input handling
with warped visual feedback when compared to a baseline condition. Previous
work identifies two interaction stages, namely acquiring and manipulating a
control device [29, 115]. A two-part experiment has been prepared that involved
a widget 1) acquisition and 2) manipulation task on a touch screen. The two
experimental conditions were:
1. Warped visual feedback condition, which facilitates continuous gaze fixation
near the stimulus position using a small representation of the user’s hand
(scaled down by a factor of 0.35 to be visible and less intrusive).
2. Baseline condition, which provides no specific support to facilitate continuous
fixation.
Overall, we anticipated time savings by eliminating attention switches under
the warped visual feedback condition. However, and in line with previous
work in oculomotor coordination [100, 106, 124], we also anticipated a decrease
in motor performance in warped feedback condition due to decreased visual
monitoring. The study aimed to observe the cumulative effect of these two
factors, namely time savings due to eliminating attention switches and losses
from motor performance. In addition to two input conditions, the study featured
two screen conditions to vary the cost of attention shift. In the first case, the
stimuli were shown on the same screen which resulted in a visual angle of
around 50◦ degrees between the input and stimuli positions. In the second case,
the stimuli were shown on a separate vertical screen which resulted in a visual
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angle of around 70◦ degrees between the input and stimuli positions.
For acquisition tasks, the study showed a significant difference based on
whether the action involved lengthy mid-air movements. When the task required
users to acquire a widget through midair movements without visually monitoring
their hand (Table 4.2, between-widget tasks), the performance decreased, with
participants spending significantly more time on the warp condition than on the
baseline condition for both the same screen (r = .42, p < .001) and vertical screen
conditions (r = .54, p < .001). For within-widget tasks, the mean completion
times for warped feedback and baseline conditions were similar in both stimuli
conditions (Table 4.2). A t-test comparison using within-subject normalized
completion times did not show any significant effect for the same screen (r = .03,
p = .23) and vertical screen (r = .03, p = .17) conditions but the error rates were
higher for the warped feedback condition (Table 4.2).
Acquisition task (within-widget)
Screen
Same

Vert.

Technique

Median(ms)

Mean(ms)

Error

Warped

902.75

1031.54

6.41%

Baseline

961.75

1068.36

2.43%

Warped

885.50

1055.00

8.16%

Baseline

986.25

1021.88

3.31%

Acquisition task (between-widget)
Screen
Same

Vert.

Technique

Median(ms)

Mean(ms)

Error

Warped

2094.00

2305.19

11.33%

Baseline

1164.50

1406.79

1.09%

Warped

2258.75

2342.36

9.09%

Baseline

1207.5

1415.19

2.17%

Table 4.2. The grand median and grand mean completion times and overall error rates for two
interaction and two stimuli conditions for the acquisition tasks. Emphasis (in bold)
represents better performance.

The conclusion from this part of the study was that, the gains from not having
to shift visual attention did not compensate for the losses of manual coordination due to low visual attention. Our qualitative observations are also in this
direction: While participants performed high-speed ballistic movements towards
the touch target in the baseline condition, they moved their hand parallel to
the screen and kept a tense hand posture in the warped feedback condition.
Participants also reported shoulder fatigue for warped feedback condition, which
may have been caused by the parallel hand movements.
On the other hand, the warped feedback increased the performance for manipulation tasks; participants spent more time on the baseline condition than
on the warped feedback condition (Table 4.3). A t-test comparison of the same
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and vertical screen conditions using normalized data yielded a larger effect size
for the vertical screen condition (r = .19, p < .001) than for the same screen
condition (r = .10, p < .001), in line with the expectation that the higher cost of
redirecting the gaze in vertical screen condition will result in more pronounced
benefits when using warped feedback. The error rates were lower for the warped
feedback condition in both screen conditions (Table 4.3).
Manipulation Task
Screen
Same

Vert.

Technique

Median(ms)

Mean(ms)

Error

Warped

1387.25

1576.30

4.07%

Baseline

1530.25

1746.89

6.46%

Warped

1364.00

1509.06

3.69%

Baseline

1616.50

1770.58

6.54%

Table 4.3. The grand median and grand mean completion times and overall error rates for two
interaction and two stimuli conditions for the manipulation task. Emphasis (in bold)
represents better performance.

Overall, the performances of the warped feedback and baseline conditions were
visibly different based on whether the task was manipulation, within-widget
acquisition or between-widget acquisition. The performance of the warped visual
feedback condition was higher for manipulation tasks that required no midair
motion. The performance between warped feedback and baseline conditions
were comparable for within-widget acquisition. However, the performance of the
warped visual feedback was significantly worse for between-widget acquisition
tasks, in which participants had to acquire the widget through midair motion.
Based on these results, I arrive at the following conclusions:
• The warped feedback was successful in decreasing the cost of redirecting the
gaze, resulting in the improvement of task completion time for manipulation
tasks.
• However, the warped feedback did not facilitate midair hand motion as effectively as direct visual monitoring, which resulted in a decrease in performance
for between-widget acquisition tasks. Here, the results are in line with earlier
work that reports lower performance and similar observations such as tense
hand posture when touch is performed without direct visual monitoring [100].

4.4 RQ3.1: What are the visual attention-based access preferences
for different actions?
Publications I and II evaluated applications in which the level of visual monitoring required for each action has been determined in advance during the
design phase. In other words, the input handling was specified in advance of the
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user study as part of the study design. However, the level of visual monitoring
required for different applications can itself be the object of empirical inquiry.
This is particularly the case in collaborative interfaces, in which a variety of
social considerations can lead users to choose different reasons for determining
the level of visual monitoring required for an action.
Publications III thus set out to find out participants’ input handling preferences for different actions. The input handling preferences corresponded
to four access types (consensual, supervised, universal and private) based on
their availability in different joint attention conditions. Participants (in pairs)
were tasked to decide which actions should belong to different access types as
they complete three different scenarios of project planning, brainstorming and
document sharing.
The results show salient differences between user preferences across different
applications. A general pattern is the use of the access type that poses no
restriction (universal access) for actions that do not involve manipulation or are
easily reversible such as viewing items (72.3%), moving individual elements
(68.6%) or creating new items (95.0%). In contrast, universal access was rarely
assigned to element-level delete (7.1%) and never to global delete actions. On
the other hand, consensual access that requires joint attention was assigned
to actions with global scope such as exiting the session (56.7%), global deletion
(76.7%) and aligning elements (35%).

4.5

RQ3.2: What are the motivations for different visual
attention-based access preferences?

While the preference data for visual attention-based access types provide a
summary of general patterns, it does not directly answer what accounts for the
differences between user preferences for the same actions. A separate analysis
has been conducted by encoding participant remarks that were recorded as they
conducted the tasks and also through interviews. The remarks give insights
about participants’ externalized reasoning for choosing different access types
and the considerations that came into play. Publication III encoded these various
considerations into themes. Here, I will summarize the general observations
that concern the use of joint attention information for granting access rights on
shared workplaces.
• A finding in line with the expectations was participants’ assignment of access
types that require joint attention to prevent accidents and conflicts. We
observed that, in addition to the action type, participants identified content
type and the interaction history of an item when deciding on whether an action
requires joint visual attention. For example, joint agreement on the content of
an item has been highlighted as a reason for requiring joint attention for the
item. On the other hand, the participants identified some content as tentative
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and did not require joint attention for editing or deleting them.
• Participants assigned access types not only for conflict prevention but also
for facilitating awareness. In some situations, participants preferred visual
attention-based access types not for preventing conflicts but as a means to
ensure that the other user is aware of the action or to direct the other user’s
attention. In these cases, users deliberately utilized access control mechanisms
in order to control awareness, providing a counter-example to our conceptualization of access management as an implicit effect of visual attention. Yet the
awareness that is achieved through forcing visual attention can come at the
expense of flexibility and we observed instances in which participants reverted
back to lack of access control when joint attention was impractical.
• Granting access with head-orientation introduced uncertainty. Not having
to manually touch the screen for confirmations was highlighted as a convenient feature. At the same time, visual attention-based access introduced
uncertainty that was attributed both to a mismatch between head orientation
and participants’ actual locus of visual attention and also to situations when
visual attention does not indicate awareness (i.e., when participants remarked
that they may be looking but not paying cognitive attention). In some cases,
the participants decreased the uncertainty through a work-around, by using
private access type that restricts action when another user is looking. By doing
so, they precluded giving access by accident.

4.6

Summary

The section presented the main observations conducted within the scope of this
thesis. The results of different research questions can be summarized as below:
• How is touch accuracy affected by decreased visual monitoring?
In line with expectations, lower visual monitoring led to a decreased accuracy
for pointing tasks on a touch screen, and the study showed a linear relationship
between positional inaccuracy and the distance of the gaze point to the target.
• RQ1.2: What are the particular considerations for touch input without visual monitoring?
The qualitative observations gave insight into a number of practical issues
and use patterns that emerge during interaction with lower visual monitoring.
The main observations are 1) the need for adjustment for pointing with lower
visual monitoring, 2) the potential misinterpretations of positional uncertainty
and 3) the use of screen edges as a tactile guide.
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• RQ2.1: How does the performance of a gaze-aware interaction technique compare with traditional input for acquisition and manipulation tasks?
The design intervention resulted in a performance improvement for manipulation tasks, but a deterioration for tasks that require larger amplitude midair motion. This pointed to a trade-off between performance gains achieved
through eliminating visual attention shifts and losses due to decreased motor
performance that results from lack of visual monitoring.
• RQ3.1: What are the visual attention-based access preferences for
different actions?
The logged data showed salient differences between user preferences based
on the type (e.g., edit, delete) and scope (individual, global) of actions as well
as the content and the individual interaction history of an item. In general,
actions that are harder to reverse were assigned more restrictive access criteria.
We also observed a number of counter-intuitive preferences that further made
the case for the qualitative analysis of interaction and interview data.
• RQ3.2: What are the motivations for different visual attention-based
access preferences?
In line with the prior expectations, visual attention-based access control has
been used to prevent conflicts. Yet participant interactions and comments also
pointed to a number of other motivations such as making it easier to keep
track of the workspace and directing others’ attention. Visual attention-based
access has been perceived as convenient but also uncertain.
The next section positions the design work conducted within the scope of this
thesis and empirical observations within the context of more general discussions
in HCI research.
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Early in the thesis, I have listed some possible interpretations of visual attention
information:
• Visual attention information can be a measure of what users prioritize to
monitor, providing information about what they plan to do or what they might
accept as appropriate system behavior.
• Visual attention information can be a measure of what users have already
monitored, providing information about the extent they are aware of the
interface state, the actions of others or the position of their own body parts.
• Visual attention information can correspond to what users aim to signal to the
system or to the other users in the environment. In this case, the interpretation
of visual attention-related actions depends on how the system and others in
the environment utilize this information and the extent a user is aware of
these utilizations.
A challenge facing HCI is to design interfaces by taking these diverse considerations into account. In this thesis, I have focused on the second consideration,
the use of visual attention information as a measure of users’ awareness of the
environment, and aimed to address the constraints posed by visual attention
due to the limited spatial acuity of the eyes. Through different prototypes, I
contributed to the HCI research by proposing new interaction techniques that
handle user inputs based on the visual attention, and evaluated these interfaces
in formative studies to identify further considerations for design and research.
While each prototype and empirical study contributes to their respective domains of single-user interaction techniques and groupware, it is useful to situate
the individual observations within the context of more general HCI discussions.
Here, I will discuss the observations in terms of the trade-offs between time and
spatial multiplexing, and between adaptiveness and predictability in interface
design. I will then discuss the work in terms of the tension between adapting
to users’ existing behavior and transforming this behavior through designing
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interventions.

5.1

Time and Spatial Multiplexing

The thesis early on noted that human attention can be conceived as a limited resource as observed in the performance trade-offs between multiple time-shared
(concurrent) tasks [121]. This observation translates into a design trade-off
for interactive systems: In an interface, a designer can choose to devote users’
attention to a single task in order to maximize its performance or can parallelize between multiple tasks. The latter could decrease the performance of a
single task, but can provide gains through concurrency. The design trade-off
is not limited to single-user cases. Research on collaborative systems has long
identified a fundamental trade-off between awareness and individual power
in groupware design [22, 42]. The ability of individual users to view different
parts of the workspace at the same time (as in relaxed WYSIWIS [what you
see is what I see] interfaces) provides flexibility, but potentially decreases users’
awareness of each others’ actions and their general coordination. Different
levels of coordination consequently result in a trade-off between performance
gains through concurrency and potential losses in the overall group performance
due to lack of awareness [53] (i.e., when users do duplicate work or when their
contribution is rejected).
The design motivations and the empirical results of this thesis can partly be
explained through this trade-off. However, as the thesis mainly focused on the
visual attention caused by the spatial acuity of the eyes, it is useful to describe
the trade-off in spatial terms. A relevant distinction from previous HCI work
is that of between time and spatial multiplexing [29]. In time multiplexing,
different actions are allocated separate time windows. This allows an individual
action to be carried out one at a time and at a single interface location. In spatial
multiplexing, actions are conducted in parallel at different locations. While
the original work of Fitzmaurice and Buxton [29] limited the scope of spatial
multiplexing to manual manipulation actions, I here find it useful to expand the
concept to cover manipulation and perception on multiple locations. For example,
typing on a keyboard while monitoring the screen involves spatial multiplexing,
not only due to the concurrent input by many fingers but also due to the spatially
distributed input and visual output areas. In this expanded definition, spatial
multiplexing can express the distinctions between the execution of a manual
action with or without visual monitoring during single-user interaction, or under
solitary or joint attention during group work.
An important question for system design is whether the gains in parallel
execution make up for the losses in decreased performance (or user comfort)
of a single task. The question is all more relevant with the emergence of
eye movements as an input; eyes move rapidly but have a single positional
focus. Designers face the choice of utilizing eye movements to sequentially
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point to different interface locations (as in previous work that use gaze as a
pointer [e.g., 129]), or as an additional input that complements concurrent
positional input from other sources. The first approach allows time multiplexing
by pointing to targets one at a time but rapidly. The latter approach targets
spatial multiplexing, but the input accuracy can decrease due to the lack of
visual monitoring.
The aim of this thesis has been to support spatial multiplexing by addressing
the problem of decreased performance in divided attention cases through various
interaction techniques. Publication I, in line with previous work, demonstrated
that pointing performance indeed decreases when the user is not visually attending to the input. It accordingly proposed various interaction techniques that aim
to support spatial multiplexing through uncertain input handling and visual
feedback. Publication II showed that the successful trade-off depends on the
amount of mid-air motion that needs to be executed without visual monitoring.
The study conducted in Publication III was explorative and did not measure
performance, but the findings showed in which cases the users would want to
allow spatial multiplexing (by making actions available during any attention
condition) and in which cases they would want to enforce time multiplexing in
order to minimize accidents or conflicts (by assigning access rights so that an
action requires joint attention).

5.2

The Uncertainty Introduced by Adaptiveness

The thesis introduced interaction techniques that handle users’ input based
on their level of visual attention. These were proposed as an alternative to
static solutions that target decreasing the need for visual monitoring such
as providing tactile cues (for single-user attention) or pre-defined divisions
of labor in groupware (for group attention). Here, it should be noted that
adaptiveness might come with its own potential drawbacks. The trade-off
between adaptiveness and predictability is a long-acknowledged problem in
HCI, with some studies reporting a performance advantage for static interfaces
[27] and others for adaptive interfaces [34]. A potential interpretation of these
different findings is that the performance of adaptive interfaces depends on
multiple factors including the particular handling method, the task and the user
profile [26]. For example, static interfaces with persistent layouts might better
facilitate a spatial memory of an interface, but this advantage might not be as
pronounced for novice users or when the number of interface elements are high.
Some observations reported in this thesis can be understood through this
trade-off between adaptiveness and predictability. For example, Publication I
reported that users required some time to get used to performing touch input
without closely monitoring their hand but also to get comfortable with the system
handling of the input. Previous work in uncertain input handling promotes
providing visual feedback to inform users about how the system interprets their
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action [102]. The prototypes in Publication I and Publication II used warped
visual feedback to inform the user about system interpretation of their action.
Visual feedback increases predictability before the actual action execution, but
might cause an additional performance bottleneck as the user has to wait for
and monitor the system feedback. The trade-off between adaptiveness and
predictability in these cases can thus be explained through the need for system
feedback: “As the asymmetry shifts towards feedback-dominated control, the
complexity of the model is transferred from the user’s mind to the system. This
makes the user more dependent on feedback, but requires less training and more
efficient use of the input available.” [122, p. 833].
A similar observation has been made in Publication III, when users created
work-arounds around to decrease uncertainty. Here, the users welcomed the
convenience of not having to perform dedicated manual actions for granting
access, but noted that some critical cases might require more certainty. Previous
research noted that contextual access management approaches have the drawback of decreased understandability [113] and visual attention-based access is
no exception.
Thus, potential decreases in predictability is a consideration that needs to be
kept in mind in addition to the trade-off between time and spatial multiplexing
when designing for adaptive interaction techniques to support input with low
visual monitoring.

5.3

Design Interventions and Adaptiveness

Early in the dissertation, I noted that the communicative uses of visual attention
information partly shifts the analytic focus from visual attention as an objective
phenomenon to visual attention as something that is perceived and interpreted
by other agents. The same insight also applies to the design of interactive
systems that adapt their behavior based on a user’s visual attention information.
As with humans, the system’s interpretation of visual attention is determined
by its sensing and modeling capabilities. Prior design assumptions about what
is visually attended or what is appropriate system behavior do not always match
with the subtlety of the natural user behavior. In this case, the success of
the interaction partly depends on users behaving in a way that makes their
visual attention interpretable by the system. This has been observed both in
the context of single-user interactions (i.e., system’s misinterpretations of user’s
visual monitoring) and multi-user interactions (e.g., when the users are looking
but are not paying cognitive attention).
The mismatch in sensing visual attention can be addressed through models
that more elaborately sense and model pre-intervention (i.e., natural) user
behavior. Yet part of the mismatch is inherent to the act of designing interactive
systems; the introduction of adaptive technology can ultimately transform the
behavior that it aims to adapt to (parallel to the previously identified ‘paradox
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of system design’ [14]). This observation has been made within the context of
implicit interactions in Publication IV, which proposed asking how different
assumptions that guide implicitness or adaptiveness make certain interaction
outcomes harder. While this thesis aimed to support some of the use cases that
are left by the previous applications of visual attention information (that aimed
to address the motor bottleneck), the results showed that the designing for
limited visual attention can also make certain interaction outcomes harder. For
example, visual attention-based access in Publication III enables access when
another user is paying attention, but this interaction mechanism also makes it
harder to visually monitor another user without granting access.

5.4

Limitations and Future Work

The contributions of the thesis are primarily constructive and the empirical
studies were formative in the sense that they were mostly oriented towards
identifying design considerations for future work instead of quantifying the
effects of various prototypes. As with every formative study, there are limitations
to what can be claimed as final design implications. First, the thesis prioritized
utilizing visual attention information in novel ways instead of building precise
models of visual attention. Yet, the actual deployment would benefit from more
precise models of visual attention information and how it affects awareness.
Such models can benefit from the inclusion of additional stimuli-related variables
(e.g., color, size and previous knowledge) that influence peripheral salience. This
would benefit the selection of input handling and visual feedback techniques
employed (e.g., the choice between making peripheral objects larger or warping
them to the center of visual attention).
In some cases, visual attention information alone can be an insufficient measure of user awareness and more complex models of memory can be needed to
infer user awareness. Additionally, I identified various considerations related
to visual attention and adaptiveness (such as the limitation of visual attention,
the trade-offs between time and spatial multiplexing as well as between predictability and adaptiveness), but stopped short of providing a complete model
that enables their comparison on the basis of performance or other criteria. The
fragmentation of attention research in HCI is an acknowledged problem [95] and
this thesis does not fully address it. Here, it is useful to discuss a methodological
drawback of the constructive research approach. I noted that one advantage of
the approach is the ability to gather information about possible design interventions without having to construct detailed models of the problem space. Yet what
makes constructive research programs practical can also make their integration
into the existing body of knowledge harder. Thus, the consolidation of various
considerations that come into play when using visual attention information
remains a task for future research.
Another limitation of the thesis is the ecological validity of its observations.
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All the studies have been conducted in controlled settings in order to deploy
dedicated sensors and the tasks have been selected based on their demands on
visual attention. This is a potential limitation when transferring the knowledge
to more realistic tasks encountered in daily settings. More informed claims about
the utility of the interaction methods require observing a wider range of visual
monitoring behavior and conducting additional studies to observe long-term use
and habituation. This is especially relevant for collaborative interfaces as user
habituation can involve the development of social practices, which can be best
observed in longitudinal deployments in the wild.
Finally, the constructive research program defined in this thesis, adapting
interaction to users’ level of visual monitoring during input, has a wider scope
than that could be carried out during the thesis period. For single-user applications, I prioritized pointing due to its general relevance for HCI and also
because it provided a good opportunity to compare my own research program
with existing work in eye tracking research. Yet the research program can be
expanded to more complex tasks such as information seeking or visual analytics.
For example, search interfaces typically rely on typed queries. Users type the
queries themselves and can thus be safely assumed to be aware of their own
input. As entity-based search gains ground (enabling users to input whole
documents as search inputs), however, it can become useful to understand what
the user has visually attended to in a document before submitting it as a search
input. This would, in return, require the use of eye movements or other visual
attention information as a measure of user awareness (in contrast to the more
extensively researched use of visual attention data as a measure of user interest
[e.g., 12, 43]). The work on visual attention-based access (Publication III) expanded the research program to groupware, but this was limited to collocated
and synchronous interactions and more work is needed to assess the utility of
the research program for remote and asynchronous interactions. Whether the
input handling and visual feedback techniques can be applied in these situations,
or whether the trade-offs identified within the scope of this work are explanatory
beyond the particular application areas remain open questions.

5.5

Conclusions

The increased sensing and inference capability of computers require reevaluating
the division of labor between the user and the system as well as between different
human actions such as eye and hand movements. This thesis contributed to the
on-going HCI discussions on how to utilize visual attention information.
I have laid out how different research insights from research on attention
and visual attention lead to different considerations for interface design. I then
identified the constraints posed by limitation to human visual acuity as a central
consideration for utilizing visual attention information during interaction. This
led to a constructive research program of adapting interaction to users’ level of
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visual monitoring during input. The program was instantiated through a series
of prototypes developed for single-user and collocated multi-user applications.
The resulting interaction techniques and the observations gained during their
evaluation are the main outcomes of this thesis. These involve various input
handling and visual feedback methods that compensate for users’ lack of visual
attention during input with the ultimate aim of allowing concurrent input or
maintaining coordination during group work. I have consolidated these methods
under an uncertain input handling framework that apply to diverse use cases.
The empirical observations gave insights about the particular strengths and
drawbacks of these interaction techniques. Particularly, I have quantified the
relationship between positional accuracy to the distance between gaze and
touch input for pointing tasks and identified the amount of midair motion
during manual input as one factor that determines the efficacy of the interaction
techniques. The qualitative analysis of the data gathered through observations
and interviews point to additional considerations for future system design.
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